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Abstract—For securing the provision with electric energy
in smart grids, the ascertainment of energy consumption
and production is inevitable in order to be able to apply
appropriate control algorithms. As energy management is
a highly distributed task, a data network has to exist in
parallel to the power network for gathering the required
data and applying control strategies by using distributed
actuators, e.g., for demand response applications. For
the sensing part, the introduction of Advanced Metering
Infrastructures is a step ahead to the targeted meter
data acquisition. Yet the definition and deployment of
intelligent, but nevertheless privacy preserving, distributed
control algorithms demands the collection of data from
distinct sources and the application of further services
like aggregation, anonymization, etc. Thus, future metering
infrastructures have to provide more functionalities than
those of a simple sensor network. In this paper, we discuss
methods to provide such an added value infrastructure.
Index Terms—Advanced Metering Infrastructures; Smart
Grids; Role-based Data Access; User Control; Generic Interfaces

I. I NTRODUCTION
In order to address the challenges of a modern Smart
Grid IT communication infrastructure, it is imperative
to incorporate various decentralized data sources representing all kinds of different stakeholders in a Smart
Grid communication environment [1]. Data items of
varying precision and granularity need to be stored,
processed, enriched, transported, transformed and transmitted to serve the requirements of all stakeholders, i.e.,
customers, energy providers and regulatory authorities.
Data from different sources in a Smart Grid environment may be retrieved in many different representations
and formats. For Advanced Metering Infrastructures
(AMI), there are a number of (partly proprietary) protocols available, i.e., the need for means to make these
data sources interoperable is evident [2]. Furthermore,
different data items may have logical relations which
require further processing.
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An AMI acting isolated from other services is not
enough to ensure customer acceptance as well as commercial interests [3]. An all-encompassing approach
for generating added value requires high level services
which are able to operate across system, network and
format boundaries.
While sensor networks typically operate in a limited
domain only, significant enhancement of data can be
achieved when being integrated in an overall network
of information. However, such information does have
a specific semantic relationship, e.g., a customer is
assigned a meter and has a specific contract, which is
not physically represented at all. There are a multitude
of data sources that need to be combined to retrieve data
as an additional service.
Establishing an architecture which is able to provide
this functionality involves all layers of communication
and information exchange. Starting from physical data
exchange up to the application layer, an entire series of
challenges need to be mastered.
For addressing the different layers and zones of a
Smart Grid, the Smart Grid Architecture Model (SGAM)
[4] is a standardized model [5] authorized by a European
Commission mandate M/490 [6].
The main requirements for such an architecture are:
• Retrieving data from multiple and decentralized
sources with heterogeneous interfaces and data
structures
• Storing and caching data in appropriate resolutions
to ensure the delivery of appropriate services
• Adding additional services for enhancement of data
and information retrieval as one of the key features
to ensure a sustainable metering infrastructure
• Providing data in a standardized format to allow
open accessibility for client applications
• Assuring security and privacy of information and
personal data by a role-based access model
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In this paper, we propose a middleware architecture
that allows for the retrieval of data from multiple sources
in a standardized format and provides a scalable environment for processes and activities that use, enhance
and maintain access to said data and the corresponding
sources. We start with an overview of related work in
Section II, followed by a description of our proposed
architecture in Section III and an outline of internal data
structures in Section IV. Section V presents the interfaces
for concrete data providers as well as a generic interface
for data users. Section VI contains information about the
conducted implementation and evaluation activities.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In [7], we presented a Smart Metering and data access
infrastructure for a Smart Home environment. Data is
retrieved, processed and provided to using applications.
This architecture provides a good basis for our present
research activities; yet it had two shortcomings which
we had to overcome: First, the access of data sources as
well as the scope of the applications were centralized;
second it did not provide means for value enhancing
services like data aggregation.
For Advanced Metering Infrastructures, there are several approaches dealing with different data sources [8].
As security and privacy issues do have a significant
impact on design, implementation and subsequently on
customer acceptance [9], such security and privacy issues
have been identified and described especially concerning
the intended two-way functionality of modern power
grids [10].
[1] and [11] each describe a comprehensive approach dealing with communication aspects, incorporating mainly the component and communication layers
of the M/490 conceptual model. In both cases, IPbased network infrastructures as well as the ensuing
latency issues are discussed. Furthermore, [1] proposes
an information middleware to deal issues like security
and data storage. Both approaches, however, are omitting
any higher level middleware functionality.
Another approach recently presented [12] introduces a
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) for a Smart Grids
middleware, provided by individual web services with
a centralized policy store/policy decision point. Thus,
it becomes in principle possible to provide any service
with any data source, yet this work focuses mainly on
security and privacy issues.
Handling different types of data is one part of the
challenge, finding a generic approach to storing and
processing the data is a different issue altogether. An
approach for adding an ontology layer for semantically
sensitive retrieval is proposed by [13].
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III. A RCHITECTURE
Considering the requirements listed in Section I, it
becomes apparent that sensor networks can only be a part
of the solution, even if they are combined with classic
middleware. To cover the entire set of requirements, a
SOA is well suited. The advantage of a SOA over plain
middleware is the possibility to define processes as a
whole and not just interfaces. Such a layer provides
sets of services, incorporating multiple concrete data
sources. Services include simple requests expressed in
a common language as well as more complex queries,
where the intermediary layer provides additional value
for any given data. Thus, also a hierarchical structure
of abstract services according to the SGAM is made
possible.
To achieve centralized data access, we designed an
integrated business logic where services are tailored to
data sources at a certain organizational or logical unit.
This design is fully aligned with the conceptual idea
of a SOA. As in [7] we defined an architecture that is
designed around three layers: The infrastructure layer
includes the data sources (sensors, but also database
interfaces), a middleware layer (the “Core Engine”)
provides services, and an application layer comprises
client applications and service users.
All Core Engines are independent systems, each operating directly with their associated data sources and
client applications. However, these Core Engines can
communicate and interoperate with each other, as shown
in Figure 1. This allows System A client applications
to access - in accordance with security policies - services from System B or other connected systems. Supplemented by Single Sign On (SSO) solutions, client
applications can gain transparent access to numerous
systems without being directly concerned with data
origin issues. Client applications themselves may act
as service providers and can thus combine data from
various sources.
This concept provides scalability at multiple levels:
Individual cores can maintain connections to an arbitrary
number of data sources. It is even possible to attach
a core instance to a single meter, e.g., a Smart Meter installed in a private house. Furthermore, security
policies can be defined for individual cores as well as
for individual services. Policies are based on a set of
rules that are applied for a certain user or a certain
group. For a single core with locally assigned security
rules, the instance acts both as Policy Decision Point
(PDP) and Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). For a grid
of connected cores, a hierarchy of trust is implemented.
Assume System A is a trust providing party (“Primary
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Figure 1.

Platform Independent Architecture
Figure 2.

Core”) for System B and System C (“Secondary Cores”).
For any requests to a Secondary Core, System A acts as
the PDP and the Secondary Core as the PEP.
IV. DATA S TRUCTURES
As data will be treated in a set oriented way, concepts
of relational algebra are applied to the definition of data
structures. To facilitate data processing with object oriented programming languages, certain aspects of object
oriented models (such as inheritance) further influence
the design of the data model. In practice, this concept is
directly mapped to relational database management systems (RDBMS). Modern RDBMS (Oracle, DB2, PostgreSQL) include an extensive support of the relational
set oriented model and an object oriented layer [14].
The biggest advantages of relational databases are their
popularity in the industry and the standardized access
via the Structured Query Language (SQL) [15], which
is widely supported and implementation independent.
Another interesting approach is to use XML-based
databases. It has to be distinguished between native XML
databases where data is stored document centered, i.e.,
as it comes, and XML-based interfaces where data is
stored data centered, but accessed via XML. Native XML
databases seem not to be reasonable in an environment
where we deal with defined data structures and not with
documents. A meter will not send document oriented
information, but instead a sequence of values strictly
adhering to a predefined pattern. Such an approach might
therefore be useful for client interfaces that retrieve
data for human users, but not necessarily for automated
processing facilities.
Relational databases provide the facility to map several kinds of data structures to the database [14]. Normalization levels range from completely unnormalized
data structures to highly structured sets of values. The
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Example of Unnormalized and Normalized Tables

advantage of the latter is that several pieces of information can be retrieved simply by joining tables. With
unnormalized tables on the other hand, it is easy to
imitate big tables [14]. These databases do not keep
structured table layouts but store all the information in
lists assigned to a specific key. This is a powerful way
to build huge hash maps for data that is always retrieved
in the same manner.
Figure 2 shows an example of two different data
structures both in use for our solution. They contain
the same information, but for different purposes. The
unnormalized table on the left is used for temporary
storage of large data amounts that need to be accessed
quickly and frequently. The normalized structure on the
right is more suitable for analysis and storage.
Concerning internal data storage, currently all concrete implementations rely on, but are not limited to,
relational databases. This model has been chosen due
to freely available and powerful implementations and
the ability to natively integrate such data sources into
the Core Engine. All possible retrieval scenarios may be
combined freely for various requests, i.e., when client
level requests reference to multiple data sources, the
corresponding activity might use cached data, live data
and locally stored resources to service the request.
V. I NTERFACES
Generally, there are two types of interfaces to be
considered: Data needs to be accessed by data users
and by data providers, respectively. Either of these two
require facilities to actively request data and facilities to
be triggered by the middleware to retrieve data.
A. Data Providers
Although a number of interfaces to data sources will
need to be incorporated in a Smart Grid / Smart Metering
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infrastructure, within the scope of this work we focus on
test data provided by our company partner Salzburg AG.
This comprises the following data sources:
•

•

•

SAP IS-U: An SAP system providing customer and
technical data. Concrete data sets include customer
name, contract information and meters assigned
to a single customer. Data is retrieved through
SAP function modules. Function arguments are
a business partner ID. This model is commonly
represented as the SAP IS-U House [16].
AMIS: A Meter Data Management system providing actual meter data [17]. This database archives
actual data from Smart Meters representing customer usage, meter states and latency values. Data is
either retrieved through a web service or directly via
native database interfaces. Web service arguments
are a meter number and a period of time, returning
customer consumption.
SMIS: A database providing specific meter data for
gas and district heating. Data is accessed directly
from a relational database through an XML interface provided by the local system.

All these interface provide data in different formats
and with different protocols.
B. Data Users
Designing an application interface for data users particularly involves the following functionality:
•

•
•

An open standard for mark-up that can easily be
implemented by the different kinds of client applications
A protocol for authentication/authorization and persistent operations
A data exchange protocol that can be defined upon
the used open standard

Furthermore, any connections to the system should
converge to a single interface definition in order to keep
homogeneity throughout all aspects of client accessibility. To meet our previously defined requirements, XML
has been chosen due to the vast number of freely available implementations for any client application [18] and
its ability to be easily transformed from one scheme to
another [19]. The concrete interface has been created by
defining XML-based data structures to handle all kinds
of data types (such as numbers, strings, timestamps,
binary objects) and allowing scalable representations
from scalar values to entire sets containing multiple
rows. This interface therefore implements a mapping
of the concepts used for data structures to actual data
representation for external components.
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Figure 3.

Data Retrieval Process

For our solution we used R×XML [20] as a single
interface to connect to external client applications, other
instances of the Core Engine and to all data sources.
R×XML defines a set of XML schemes that has been
designed to provide both an efficient and comprehensive
representation of data for transfer or storage and a
protocol to exchange basic information about access
rules and persistency. In order to support various webbased protocols, such as SOAP or REST, a “SOAP
Intermediary” component is applied as a converter to
R×XML. This allows multiple cases in which the tasks
of the Intermediary can vary from simply transforming
data from clients to the Core Engine to providing additional value, such as generating graphical representations
for web applications.
This additional interface is not integrated directly into
the Core Engine but builds upon the existing R×XML
interface. It is designed as a separate and independent
service. Clients can communicate with this server by
sending web requests via the SOAP protocol. Incoming
messages are parsed and their SOAP body is converted
to R×XML. Subsequently, the SOAP Intermediary forwards the data to the Core Engine for further processing.
The Core Engine in turn regards the SOAP Intermediary
as a user with specific authorizations.
In accordance with the aforementioned concept of
PDP/PEP, security is governed by the Core Engines
solely. A trusted provider (i.e., the owner of the specific
Core instance) can label certain processes and activities
with access privileges for specific users and roles. When
clients log on, they provide a username/password combination to the Core Engine and are assigned a Session
ID. Based on this Session ID (a random n bit hex
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For software development, we mapped the architectural outcomes to concrete technologies and design
patterns. The general architecture has been developed
strictly adhering to the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
layout. Data sources, business logic and client representation are conceptually linked via a set of defined interfaces. MVC is a direct mapping of the proposed threelayer architecture [22]. Figure 4 shows the architecture
of the implemented prototype.
For process controlling, activity management and rolebased user management, the Cappatec Core Engine 1.x is
used. This Core Engine is enterprise software, developed
to run all kinds of applications and services, including
business processes and activities, on a common platform.
It has been determined that within the scope of the
project all the specified requirements and all the use
cases developed for an advanced metering and data
access infrastructure can be represented as activities on
this platform.
The fundamental concept of this approach is the
definition of individual modules, which incorporate the
business logic by handling certain tasks, such as retrieving and/or aggregating data. These modules may be
developed completely independently of each other and
then executed on a central Core Engine, which handles
runtime behavior and governs security issues.
As an environment for development and testing, a
VMware vSphere 5 Update 1 Hypervisor running two
instances of CentOS 6.3 as well as one instance of
Windows Server 2012 has been set up. This way, easy
migration to other, more powerful hardware platforms
could be ensured. The first instance of CentOS was used
as a host for the Cappatec Core Engine, while the second
instance was running PostgreSQL 9.2.3, containing the
system and cache databases. Windows Server 2012 was
used as host for the SOAP Intermediary.
Development of the Cappatec Core Engine has been
performed using Eclipse Juno as IDE and Java 7 as pro-
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Middleware

VI. I MPLEMENTATION A SPECTS

Client
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Core Engine

Processes and
Activities

Process Management

Data Collection / Aggregation

SYS DB

Cache

„AMIS“

R×XML

(simulation)

Unified Interface

Data Provider

string), further requests are handled. Every Session ID
can be mapped directly to a certain user and therefore
to a certain role and a set of access rules for that role.
Figure 3 shows a sequence diagram illustrating the data
retrieval process. In this scenario, a data user (client) logs
on, retrieves an interface description and subsequently
retrieves data. For securing the transmission of requested
data HTTPS [21] is used. As the current implementation
is enforcing end-to-end security, no additional encryption
is required. However, for specific clients / data sources,
data might be custom encrypted and then transferred over
other protocols.

Data User
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AMIS

Figure 4.

SMIS

SAP
IS-U

Platform Specific Architecture

gramming language. Furthermore, a lightweight client
written in C# and JavaScript, which provides generic
access to the Core Engine for debugging purposes, has
been developed using Visual Studio 2010. The SOAP
Intermediary utilizes Apache Tomcat 4.1.3 and Axis 1.4
and has been written in Java 7.
VII. VALIDATION AND C ONCLUSION
The network setup during development and testing
has been kept as simple as possible. All three of the
mentioned virtual images have been placed within one
local subnet. To achieve R×XML convergence across all
aspects of data retrieval (e.g., contract information, meter
data), an instance of Inubit 6.1 [23], which connects to
all relevant subsystems of the energy provider and acts
as an R×XML converter, has been utilized. Conversion
is performed by means of XSLT, which is supported
natively by this platform.
For evaluating the prototypical implementation, we
considered two data sources:
• First, we processed real, but anonymized measurement data from Salzburg AG, connected via
Inubit, in order to validate the accessibility of real
measurement data.
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Second, we used simulated data in an internal AMIS
data base to make it easier to compare multiple scenarios and error conditions, as well as for scalability
tests.
Both data sources showed the basic functionality of
our solution, i.e., the access to measurement data and
the provision to respective applications. Yet the actual
strength of the approach is the integration of additional
services like data aggregation; here, further validation efforts will be necessary. For instance, our research group
has particular interest in the combination of measurement
data from the AMIS system and the business data from
the SAP IS-U [16]. Also, further tests will be necessary
in order to compare our solution with existing ones, e.g.,
in terms of performance issues.
•

VIII. F URTHER W ORK
Besides exhaustive validation, further research might
be carried out especially in the domain of security and
privacy. The authentication of data user, data providers
and distributed Core instances can be performed by
certificates. Concerning the architecture itself, the use
of a completely generic and semantic data model is
considered. Such a data model, however, should integrate
seamlessly in the entire architecture and must therefore
provide an additional set of semantic interfaces to data
providers and users.
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